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THE MAINE ECONOMY:
Year-End Review and Outlook

Maine State Planning Office
December 1993

This year-end report on the Maine economy was prepared by the Economics Division of the State Planning Office. It reviews
State economic performance during 1993,outlines the economic outlooks for Maine, New England, and the nation, identifies some
of the issues we expect will prove important in Maine's economic performance
the next few years, and highlights ten key
economic events of the past year.
Among the conclusions detailed in this report are:
The Maine economy continued on a recovery
most economic indicators was
slow.
upward about mid-year.

measures of

but progress as measured by
turned

•

The
economic issues in the State
the year included Canada's
efforts to
from shopping in Maine, further cuts at defense related
the decline in work related
in the
sector.
declining workers' comp costs, and

•

The Maine economic outlook calls for an
anemic recovery,
through 1997 ofless than halfthe 1980's rate. Almosthalf of all
sector (not including trade, finance,
and the

annual Gross State Product
1997 will be in the services

We hope that you will find this report useful and informative. Please feel free to call me or members of the Economics Division
at the Planning Office with your comments or questions.
Stephen J. Adams, Director
Maine State Planning Office
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market conditions among

of the

State remains extreme. The table below summarizes this
variation among Maine's sixteen counties. In general, the
lowest jobless rates are found in the southern and mid-coast
counties. Higher rates are found in central
the 195 corridor. Rates are higher still in the western mountain
counties, and the highest rates are found in the extreme northern
and eastern counties.

CONSTRUCTION DOWN - REAL ESTATE UP
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findings.
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See the Maine Economic Outlook
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ECIOD()mIIC

Events

1993

THE ELECTRICITY BAZAAR

THE DEFENSE RESTS

Local electric power companies began shopping around for
electricity this year. Madison Electric Works signed a contract
in August for a ten year supply of electricity from Northeast
Utilities of Connecticut, pending approval of the Maine Public
Utilities Commission. The Electric Works purchase will be
delivered by Central Maine Power Company. The contract
represents a loss to Central Maine of a potential $22,500,000 a
year in electricity sales. Late in the year, when Kennebunk
Light and Power Company solicited bids for a proposed electricity purchase, fifteen companies responded. Central Maine
Power won the contract with a price which will reduce rates
125 % for Kennebunk Light and Power Company's customers.
The bargain hunting is prompted by an energy bill passed by
Congress in 1992 allowing small utilities such as Madison
Electric and Kennebunk Light and Power to use the lines of
large
companies
for
transporting
electricity.

During 1992,
became one of 20 cities competing
to be selected for one of three or four new U.S.
Department of Defense Finance and Accounting Centers. Such
a center would employ
or more people in permanent jobs
earning an average of about
By the spring of
1993, Bangor had spent roughly
for architectural and
other work in preparing its proposal for the D.O.D. Then, in
March 1993, the city received a letter from the Secretary of
Defense stating that the selection process was being discontinued and that another process was to be developed in the future.
To date there has been no new information from the D.O.D. on
this issue.
THE DEFENSE NEVER RESTS
The good news: Maine installations escaped the 1993 Base
closure list. The bad news: although no additional installations
are scheduled for closure, most have continued to downsize.
Among the highlights, the Kittery-Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
laid off 600 employees in the spring and gained approval for an
additional 700 layoffs through the faU and winter. The shipyard
had 7000 employees at the beginning of the year and will have
only 5700 when the final layoffs are complete. Also, National
Guard units are downsizing across the state. The Bangor guard
unit lost an engineering battalion in the spring, amounting to a
loss of 549 full and part time jobs. And the beat goes on.

TROUBLE ON THE BORDER
In July, the New Brunswick and Canadian national governments entered into a partnership to allow Customs agents to
collect the 11 % Provincial Sales Tax (PST) from Canadians
returning from Maine. The arrangement was designed to
discourage cross-border shopping. Retail sales inMaine border
areas declined 9% to 13% immediately following imposition of
border collection. By treating cross-border sales in New
Brunswick differently from those in other Canadian provinces,
it is believed that Canada is violating the terms of the U.SJ
Canada Free Trade Agreement. The U.S. Trade Representative
is pursuing the grievance through dispute resolution procedures.

IT'S A GASSER
President Clinton had promised the nation that one of his
highest priorities would be to attack the National Debt. Early
strategies focused on some kind of energy tax to make a den t in
the deficit. After much debate, a 4.3 cents Federal Motor Fuels
Tax was passed and went into place on October 1st of this year.
Fortunately, for drivers, gasoline prices promptly fell to threeyear lows. Maine's AAA gasoline surveys for October and
November reported averages of less than $1.08 per gallon, the
lowest since June of 1990. For the time being, households are
finding President Clinton's gas tax to be revenue neutral.

CLEANING UP... BOTH WAYS
We tend to think of environmental cleanup efforts as being very
costly, and creating a drag on economic growth. A report
published by the Maine Waste Management Agency in April
1993 argues that this is not always the case. According to the
report, Recycling and the Maine Economy, the investments
made by manufacturers, brokers, and municipalities in recycling efforts created (directly and indirectly) over 2,100 jobs
and contributed nearly
million in value added to the Maine
economy, It seems Maine is
up
cleaning up.

HOW DO YOU SPELL RELIEF?
Finally, there is some progress to report on Maine workers'
comp costs! The reforms of the Workers' Compensation Act
of 1992 went into effect in January of 1993. In November, the
National Council on Compensation Insurance (NCCI) announced that it was projecting a 3.8 percent decline in the cost
of providing Maine workers' camp protection for 1994. It was
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r~T'Ar'prl that Maine work-related
13
in the first haif of 1993. Production cutbacks
to15
the weak economy, as well as new
measures
caused
Maine
may have contributed to the
instituted

industries. Most observers agree that Maine would be better
served
overseas markets for cut lumber, thus
term
in that
and
uv,_,,,,,,,,,,, the state economy.
have had
in the
into
that the increased demand and O>U,j:>l"UO.""l)
recent
restrictions in the Pacific Northwest and British Columbia. It is
also
that Maine
will
into the future.

ELECTRIFYING DEBATE
1993' s
electric
million rate request on March 1st, the
was
Residential , commercial
and industrial customers, still
from the severe economic
the state from 1990
unleashed
case,

State's energy
small power
and energy
Consumers
claimed CMP was inefficient and would be sent into a death

over November
years

its shock waves will continue to be felt for
CMP announced near-term
In
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in fits and starts.
i_n'U'I""''-'U to be both slow and uneven,
While real income
were made in I
income faltered
1993. Growth is forecast to resume in
following a
modest recovery
similar to that of the
other
economic indicators,

economy appears to be in a
of slow but
After
a rather mild recession in late
, 91,
in real Gross Domestic Product
a common measure of overall economic
has
plodded
at an
2.5% rate. This modest
is less than half the pace of
slower than the
Figure 1).
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Inflation is not
to pose any
as the Consumer
Price Index is forecast to remain in the
of 3% well into
this decade. As nonfarm employment
edges up towards
1.5% - 2.0% in the forecast horizon, the national rate of unemployment should
subside from the 92 high on.4% and
drift towards 6% by the late 1990s.
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the outlook for the New England region is a bit
The northeast is still
from
slower and a bit less
a severe recession that has
the area since 1989. New
England has endured an 11 %
loss
and a half years, as
2 illustrates. Although the northern
tier states have seen some
continued losses in
Masscbusetts and Connecticut have overshadowed trrl1r,~{\"p_
ments in the smaller states. Of the 620,000 jobs that have
disappeared in the region, over half were lost in Massachusetts
and nearly a third were taken from the Connecticut economy.
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Although recovery is anticipated for the region, growth will be
hampered by financial sector weakness and continued defense
cutbacks. According to Philip J. Lane, the New England
Economic Project's Financial Model Manager, despite the fact
that earnings at New
commercial and BIF insured
in 1992,
early '93
50%
savings banks turned
of the region's depository institutions were under either a
memorandum of understanding or a cease and desist order. The
severity of the
financial sector problems is evidenced
by thefactthat from mid-' 91
81 financial institutions
disappeared, either through failures or mergers. Fortunately,
Maine's financial institutions are not part of the problem.
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Continued cutbacks will further dampen the strength of this
recovery, particularly in the states with higher defense dependency; Maine, Masschusetts and Connecticut In Fiscal Year
1992, defense spending, including prime contract awards and
military payrolls, accounted for approximately 4% of New
England's Gross Regional Product
Regional unemployment rates have topped national rates since
1990, but are expected to come back in line with the nationwide
average through the forecast period. Regional housing activity
appears to have bottomed out in 1991, however, growth is
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that Maine is in recovery,
there isn't an
that
thatthis rebound
IS
Since the economy bottomed out in 199
III
both
and income has been characterized a startaccelerate-and-stall
even the
of acceleration have been
slow that steadfast
mists feel uneasy. Slow national
continued defense
cutbacks and a New
economy
from the
severe
recession throw a wet blanket on any
of
a heated recovery in the near future.
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we outline five issues which we believe will
roles in Maine's near-term economic future.

The Telecommunications Wan;

who
this benefit to their workers.
to illness and
average 5.6 per worker in
reduce
while
clear that reform will
what the
been covered will increase the demand

Canadian Rail Service

health care services.
may, on the other

Maine

service across northern
Toronto
Atlantic
discontinued a decade ago
has since
been available
The
miles of line
cars last
and
passenger service between
and New Brunswick operated three times a week.
The CP rallUne
Canadian
to
the company
business
rp"nrITl11 [0 the mergers
between cable
other local
Southwestern Bel! and Atlaneither
are
cable
in NYNEX' s market. The court order which broke
1980's

Health Care Reform
Health care reform
sizeable
or 12% of gross
insurance adds

consequences for the
economies. Health
"nrnc'c"

caused the company
three years on the Atlantic section.
This summer, CP Ltd.
ICC for
to
discontinue all
and passenger service across Maine and
and materials. The rail serves nine
to
the
In addition to

RR relies on the CP rail for
Junction. Northern
to
and North American markets

the line serving the Woodland area. Abandonment is ODDo~;ed
by the Atlantic Provinces because the rail offers the shortest
route to
and Toronto for maritime residents. Final
decisions are a year away. Both the ICC and Canada's National
must approve the

down the road if CMP is able to

...... vu)','v,,"

its competitiveness.
elc'plIlents such as the energy
in 1992 which allows small

in
experts threaten to remove electric utilities from the
umbrella. The
called "retail
, could see

FREE TRADE AND MAINE:

is
Maine

to Mexico.

On the other side of the issue are those who believe it is not
",e" "'v'P""'-" that is the
of Ameriof variable costs in
most
oPIPorlents fear that with
a minimum
age of 14 and an average manufacturing
wage that is about one-seventh that
will attract many American businesses
to take advantage of lower variable costs in Mexico.

Maine will be overall net beneficiaries of whatever shifts in
effect. In any case, there is the ..,v •.~"'''u,
to certain sectors of the U.S. hcowJm
before NAFT A is

The Future of Public Utilities
In Maine and across the
a backlash which may
the electrical
business. In Maine attention has been
focused this year on the Central Maine Power ,"-,"""IJU"Y
case. Contracts signed years ago with "V~;L""'"
seemed to offer many benefits. In these aITanl~eIlnelltS,
wood is converted into
and sold to CMP and other
U~.P'" 'U'JH~.v on
increase nearly as much as
these agreements now
bind the utilities to
energy at
high prices.
CMP was allowed a rate increase of
about 11
3 of its request. As a result, CMP has announced layoffs, and
will obviously have to
an added emphasis on efficiency
throughout the business. Ultimately, there may be a payoff
vU"0H'5
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